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Intentions

After completing this session, participants will understand 
how credit and finance professionals can use data analytics to 
add value to their organizations beyond the traditional 
functional areas of credit and collections management.

Alternatively:

What will it take for me to get to the point where I can add 
value beyond the traditional functional areas of credit and 
collections management by using data analytics



Intentions 
(continued)

Understanding the difference between ”data 
analysis” and “data analytics”

Skill sets needed to do data analytics

How students are being prepared to do data 
analytics

“Data” needed to do data analytics

Simple applications



What is “data 
analytics?”

• Data analytics is a multidisciplinary field. 

• Relies upon:

• computer skills; 

• mathematics; 

• statistics;

• descriptive techniques;

• quantitative and qualitative data;

• predictive modeling techniques

• The insights are used to recommend action or to guide 
decision making based upon the business context. 

• Analytics is more about the entire methodology rather 
than individual steps or analysis



Different from 
“data 

analysis?”

• Data analysis: the process of examining past data through 
collection, inspection, modelling and questioning.

• Subset of data analytics;

• Analysis will tell you about “what is” or “what has 
happened”

• Can be a foundation for predictive modeling

• While necessary, is not sufficient for predictive 
modelling



Traditional 
B2B Credit

• Leans toward being “data driven”

• Emphasis on measurable and “relatable” data

• Has become more sophisticated over time

• Dashboards

• Credit scoring models

• Auto-decisioning

• Emphasis on relationship management brings in 
qualitative factors



What 
differentiates 

Data 
Analytics?

Answer: the nature of the ”data”

Data can be structured or unstructured

Data analysis is usually conducted on 
structured data

Data analytics relies on unstructured data

Over 80% of all data is unstructured



Structured 
Data

Exists in a format created to be captured, stored, organized and analyzed

Created in two ways: 

• Machine-generated data by devices or sensors without human intervention. Examples:

• GPSs, RFID tags, medical devices, data from network and web logs, retail and ecommerce 
data

• Also generated by people to feed databases and spreadsheets

Sourced in databases and search algorithms

• Can be displayed in tabular form (columns and rows)

Measurable and often objective in nature 

• Most economic data is structured

Can be combined based on relational characteristics

• e.g.; Two datasets that can be matched by common variables (YR, QTR)

• Easy data on which to conduct searches, sort, statistical calculations and analysis



Structured 
Data Analysis 

and Use

Pros

• Easily used by machine learning 
(ML) algorithms

• Easily used by business users

• Accessible by more tools

Cons

• Limited usage

• Limited storage options



Structured 
Data Uses

Customer relationship management (CRM)

• Create datasets that reveal customer behavior patterns 
and trends

Online booking

• Ticket and reservation data that fits into row/column 
formats

Accounting

• Financial data used to monitor and measure 
performance

Economics

• Data used to monitor and measure economic 
performance and trends



Unstructured 
Data

Typically categorized as qualitative 
data: 

• cannot be processed and analyzed via 
conventional data tools and methods;

• best managed in non-relational databased;

• Also managed in what are known as “data lakes”

• Over 80% of data in use

Examples: 

• text, mobile activity, social media posts, Internet 
of Things (IoT) sensor data, etc.



Unstructured 
Data Analysis 

and use

Pros

• Native format: remains undefined until needed; widens 
the data pool and enables data scientists to prepare and 
analyze only the data they need.

• Fast accumulation rates: it can be collected quickly and 
easily.

• Data lake storage: Allows for massive storage and pay-as-
you-use pricing, which cuts costs and eases scalability.

Cons

• Requires expertise: alienates unspecialized business users 
who may not fully understand specialized data topics or 
how to utilize their data.

• Specialized tools: limits product choices for data 
managers.



Skill Sets

The overall skillset required to do “data 
analytics” does not currently reside in 
any one traditional academic program

Data analytics teams are comprised of 
people with the following skill sets:

• Subject matter expertise

• Economics, accounting, geography, sociology, 
psychology, marketing, and others

• Technical expertise

• Mathematics, statistics, computer science



Computer 
Science 
Major 

Courses



Computer 
Science 
Math 

Courses



EBTM 350 BUSINESS ANALYTICS (3) 

Focuses on using standard business analytic models to 
summarize and analyze data, build models, and drive impact 
through quantitative decision-making. Explores methods to 
create and frame problems, use of descriptive and prescriptive 
analytics and using data to discover patterns and trends. 

EBTM 400 APPLIED DATA ANALYTICS (3) 

Gives students an understanding of the importance 
and applications of data analytics in organizations. Its 
focus is on the analytical and business process uses 
of BI. The course will provide a high-level overview of 
the technical infrastructure of applied data analytics 
and will focus on the use of reporting and analysis 
tools used to extract information needed to address 
specific business questions and problems.

Typical 
Business 

Major 
Courses



Common Application Software Taught in Business 
Programs

Excel
Quick 
Books

Tableau
Microsoft 
PowerBI

Microsoft 
Dynamics

SAS Python



Tableau Example: Excel database



Import into Tableau



Compare Cash Flow from Operations by Year



Change display: show one for each company



Excel Database II: 



Analysis Menu Bar: Calculate a value



Calculate Net margin



Create Time Series Charts



Access to Online Data: Census Sales Data



Created Database: Retail Sales and Indices by Sector



Sales by Sector visualization



Where can 
Credit 

Managers 
Contribute?

• Subject matter expertise

• Customer relationship data

• Credit analysis, sales, and payment histories

• Customer service inquiries and responses

• Knowledge of context

• Our business model

• Customer business model

• Understanding of economic drivers


